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ABSTRACT This article provides a method based on self-organizing maps (SOM) neural network
clustering and support vector machine (SVM) ensembles to predict the survival risk levels of esophageal
cancer. Nine blood indexes related to patient survival are found by using SOM clustering method. Two
critical thresholds for survival are found by plotting the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve twice,
and the lifetime is divided into three risk levels. Using the SVM method, patients’ risk levels are predicted
and assessed. Four kernel functions of SVM are compared, and the prediction effect of RBF kernel function
is better than other kernel functions. The parameters of SVM are optimized by using genetic algorithm (GA),
particle swarm algorithm (PSO) and artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm. Experimental results show that
the prediction accuracies are improved by using optimization algorithms. After comparison, ABC-SVM has
better prediction results than GA-SVM and PSO-SVM with a high prediction rate and fast running time.

INDEX TERMS artificial bee colony, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, self-organizing
maps, support vector machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENORMOUS social and economic burdens have been
caused by all kinds of tumors, which have been one of

the leading causes of death in the whole world. With a high
morbidity and mortality, esophageal cancer has become one
of the leading causes of death worldwide, ranking sixth in the
cause of making a deal of deaths every year [1]. Therefore, it
is of significance for physicians to predict the survival risk of
esophageal cancer.

Although the treatment methods and concepts of
esophageal cancer have been improved gradually with the
rapid development of science and the medical technology
[2], the survival risk prediction of esophageal cancer still
has some imperfections. Traditional statistical analysis is still
widely used in the research on various pathological data
of esophageal cancer patients. Because of the pathological
complexity, some errors exist in the manual diagnosis. So
a system that will can predict survival risk level is to be

designed to solve the above problems. With the help of the
system, the survival rates of esophageal cancer patients will
be improved.

Recently, the method of machine learning is applied to
the diagnosis of cancer more and more, due to the rapid
development of computer-aided technology. Different algo-
rithms have been explored to analyze the influencing factors
of cancer and predict the risk level of cancer. Different
statistical and machine learning techniques have been used
to develop cancer prediction models, including random forest
[3], extreme learning machine [4], naive bayes [5], artificial
neural networks [6], and support vector machine [7].

To be specific, the genetic information is the base of most
of the current cancer predictions [8]–[13]. Good prediction
results have been achieved through these methods. However,
the genetic information of patients must be obtained in the
method. In this article, a new method based on blood index
information of patients to predict the risk levels of esophageal
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cancer is proposed. Self-organizing competitive maps (SOM)
clustering and support vector machine (SVM) ensembles are
used in the new method. A combination of multiple blood
indicators which are closely associated with esophageal can-
cer survival is found, and a predictive system to predict the
survival risk levels of esophageal cancer is established.

In this article, SOM neural network and SVM ensembles
are used to find blood indexes that are significantly related
to patient survival, and to predict patients’ risk levels. At
first, the SOM neural network is used to cluster seventeen
blood indexes of patients, and a combination of nine indexes
is found. It is verified that the combination of these nine
indicators has a significant correlation to the survival of
patients through the COX regression method of MedCalc
software. Two critical thresholds for survival are attained by
plotting the ROC curve twice and calculating the Youden
index. Survival time is divided into three risk levels, where
the patients’ nine blood indexes and three risk levels are
obtained. The patients’ risk level is predicted and classified
through the algorithm of SVM. Liner function, polynomial
function, radial basis function (RBF) and sigmoid function,
these four kernel functions are selected for SVM modeling. It
is proved that the effect of the RBF kernel function is better
than other kernel functions. The kernel parameters c and g of
RBF are optimized so as to improve the performance of the
SVM. The genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO), and artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithms are
used to optimize the parameters, respectively. It is concluded
that ABC is better than GA and PSO after comparing the
predictions of the three optimization algorithms. The new
method provided in this article for survival diagnosis of
esophageal cancer can predict the survival risk levels of
esophageal cancer accurately and effectively.

The purpose of this article is to study the survival risk
prediction of esophageal cancer patients based on informa-
tion of blood indicators. By using SOM clustering, ROC,
SVM, GA, PSO, and ABC algorithm, a new method for
predicting the survival risk of esophageal cancer is provided.
Main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(i) Based on the SOM clustering method, nine blood index
combinations that are significantly related to the sur-
vival of esophageal cancer patients are found.

(ii) Three survival risk levels of esophageal cancer patients
are gotten based on ROC method.

(iii) The risk level of patients with esophageal cancer is
effectively predicted by ABC-SVM, based on the multi-
ple indicator combination and three risk levels obtained
above.

The extraction of relevant blood indicators is given in
Section II. The Section III explains the division of survival
risk levels. The survival risk prediction is given in Section
IV. The optimization of SVM and the results discussion are
described in Section V. Conclusions are made in Section VI.

II. DATA PROCESSING AND CORRELATION INDEX
EXTRACTION
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FIGURE 1. SOM neural network of 180-36 structure. There are 180 neurons
in the input layer and 36 neurons in the mapping layer. X represents the input
vector, i stands for the i-th node of the input layer, k is regarded as the k-th
node of the output layer, t represents the number of network learning
iterations, ω is considered as the connection weight value, and η is the
learning rate.

A. EXTRACT MULTIPLE CORRELATION INDICATORS
BASED ON SOM CLUSTERINGS
SOM neural network is an unsupervised learning neural
network with self-organizing functions, which has the ability
to map high dimensional inputs to low dimensions [14].
A two-layer network is composed of an input layer and a
competition layer, and the neurons between the two layers
implement a two-way connection [15].

As shown in Fig. 1, a self-organizing neural network of
180-36 structure is established. There are seven steps in the
SOM clustering process:
Step1 Data selection and normalization
Seventeen blood indicators for 180 patients’ informa-

tion are selected, including WBC count, lymphocyte count,
monocyte count, neutrophil count, eosinophil count, ba-
sophil count, red blood cell count, hemoglobin concentration,
platelets count, total protein, albumin, globulin, PT, INR,
APTT, TT, FIB. These 17 blood indexes are clustered and
analyzed. The 180 patients’ information of 17 blood indica-
tors is normalized to [−1, 1] by the mapminmax function,
and brought into the SOM model for clustering of blood in-
dexes. The purpose of normalization is to make the algorithm
converge quick and reduce error. The mapminmax function
is calculated by (1),

y =
(ymax − ymin) (x− xmin)

(xmax − xmin)
+ ymin (1)

where ymax is 1 and ymin is −1.
Step2 Network initialization
Randomly set the vector of the initial connection weight

value between the mapping layer and the input layer, k ∈
[1, 36]. The maximum number of learning cycles is given to
10, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, respectively. The initial
value η of the set learning rate is 0.7, η ∈ (0, 1). The initial
neighborhood is set to Nk0.
Step3 Input of input vector
Input vector X that is input to the input layer can be

expressed as (2).

X = (x1, x2, x3, · · · , xm)
T
,m ∈ [1, 17] (2)
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Step4 Calculate the distance between the weight vector
of the mapping layer and the input vector

The first set of training sample is randomly selected by (3),

X l
i =

(
X l

1, X
l
2, · · · , X l

i

)
(3)

where i is the i-th node of the mapping layer, i =
1, 2, ..., 180, l is the training data, l = 1, 2, ..., 17. The closest
neuron to the input vector will be found as the winning
neuron depending on the size of the connection weight. The
error function E is defined as the distance between the input
vector and the connection weight vector. E is calculated by
(4),

E = min
k
‖X −W k‖= min

k

[
1

2

180∑
i=1

(xi − wki)2
]

(4)

where k is the k-th node of the output layer, k = 1, 2, ..., 36,
wki is the connection weight value of the i-th neuron of the
input layer and the k-th input neuron of the mapping layer.

Step5 Weight learning
The weight of the winning neuron k is updated. The con-

nection weights of the neurons around the winning neuron
and the input vector are also updated, according to (5),{

wt+1
k = wtk + ∆wk

∆wk = ηδvk‖X −W v‖
(5)

where t is the number of learning cycles, and W v is the
weight of the connection between the neurons surrounding
the winning neurons and the input vector. η is a constant of
[0, 1], which gradually decreases to 0 by (6),

η (t) = 0.2 (1− t/1000) (6)

δvk represents the value of the proximity relationship be-
tween the neuron k and the adjacent center v, as in (7),

δvk = e−(Dvk/R)2 (7)

where Dvk represents the distance of the output neuron k
from the center of the network topology to the adjacent center
v.R is the radius of the winning neighborhoodNkt of neuron
k.

Step6 Winning neurons are labeled. Returning to Step3,
the next set of training data is selected. When 17 sets of
training data are all completed, proceed to Step7.
Step7 Step3 is cycled to Step6. When the maximum

number of learning cycles is reached, the loop ends.
The Big-O notation measures the worst-case complexity

of an algorithm. In this study, the time complexity of the
algorithm is evaluated by Big-O complexity. The execution
number function of the SOM clustering algorithm is calcu-
lated by:

f(n) = a+ 17 + 180 + n (8)

a is a constant, represents the learning cycles. n represents
the number of neurons in the mapping layer. Therefore, the
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FIGURE 2. The SOM clustering flowchart

time complexity of SOM mainly depends on the computa-
tional efficiency of the winning neurons. The time complex-
ity of SOM clustering can be expressed as:

Tn = O(f(n)) = O(n) (9)

The SOM clustering flowchart is shown in Fig. 2. The
results of using SOM clustering are shown in Table 1. Table 1
is the clustering result of SOM with learning cycles of 10,
50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 generations. Each row is the
clustering result of seventeen blood indicators. The same
type of blood indicators are represented by the same number.
When the number of iterations of the SOM algorithm is
50, the blood indicators clustering effect is better. However,
when the number of iterations is too large, resulting in unsat-
isfactory classification. The results of each iteration can also
be verified by the subsequent COX regression. The smaller
the P value is, the greater the correlation is. Therefore, the
combination of blood indicators that has a greater correlation
with the survival of the patients is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13,
14, which corresponds to WBC count, lymphocyte count,
monocyte count, neutrophil count, eosinophil count, basophil
count, red blood cell count, PT, INR.

The SOM algorithm has certain limitations and shortcom-
ings. First, the SOM algorithm needs to select an appropriate
learning rate, and the size of the learning rate determines
whether the performance of the SOM algorithm tends to
be stable. Second, sometimes the initial weight vector of a
neuron is too far from the input vector, which will cause it
not to win the competition, and thus never learn and become
useless neurons.

B. COX REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO VERIFY INDEX
CORRELATION
The COX regression model is proposed by the British statis-
tician D.R. Cox (1972). It can analyze the impact of multiple
factors on survival. Due to the excellent performance, the
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TABLE 1. SOM clustering output.

Iteration steps c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17

10 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 24 36 30 3 3 5 1 3 3 36
50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 24 36 27 6 9 1 1 6 2 36

100 26 31 31 32 31 31 25 18 35 5 3 15 20 1 9 13 36
200 13 1 1 7 1 1 3 22 24 33 31 20 14 1 26 4 36
500 33 32 31 33 31 31 19 18 29 5 9 1 13 1 3 21 36
1000 20 33 32 27 32 32 25 17 24 5 9 1 36 1 3 13 36
2000 19 25 31 26 31 31 33 18 29 5 16 1 13 1 3 14 36

FIGURE 3. Survival function at the mean of the covariate. The survival
months is taken as the time, the nine blood indicators obtained from the cluster
are used as covariates.

model has been widely used in the medical field since its
proposal, and it is the most widely used multi-factor analysis
method in survival analysis [16]–[18].

“MedCalc 18.2.1” software is used to make the COX
model. The survival function at the mean of covariates is
shown in Fig. 3. The results show that the P value of the
overall score of the nine blood indicators is 0.0041 far less
than 0.05. The combination of these nine blood indexes is
significantly related to the patients’ survival.

III. DIVIDE RISK LEVELS BASED ON ROC CURVE
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is also
known as the sensitivity curve [19]–[22]. It can easily detect
the ability to recognize performance at any threshold and
select the best diagnostic threshold [23]–[26].

The ROC curve is used to determine the optimal cutoff
values for the survival period. It is plotted with the survival
month of all samples as the variable, named “ROC for all
samples”, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The value of area under
curve (AUC) is 0.949, larger than 0.5, P< 0.001. It’s obvious
that a good threshold can be found for the second classifica-
tion of survival. There is a better critical point which divides
the lifetime into two levels. For the survival period, a critical
threshold can be found to divide the survival period into two
risk levels. The Youden index is calculated by using (10),

Y ouden Index = Sensitivity − (1− Specificity) (10)

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. ROC curve analysis. (a) ROC curve of all samples. (b) ROC curve
of samples with less than 27 months of survival. The ordinate is “Sensitivity”
and the abscissa is “1-Specificity”, the curve is clearly located at the upper left
of the diagonal and has a good significance.

TABLE 2. Youden index.

Project ROC for all samples ROC for low survival samples

Youden index J ≤ 67.39 ≤ 27.38
Sensitivity 89.24 47.65
Specificity 90.99 100

survival value with the largest Youden Index is the critical
threshold for survival time. Here, the threshold for survival is
67.39 months. The Youden index is shown in Table 2.

Then, in order to get two critical thresholds for survival,
the sample information with a survival period of fewer
months than 67.39 is summarized. Similarly, according to
the above method, the ROC curve is drawn with the survival
months as the variable, named “ROC for low survival sam-
ples”, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The Youden index is shown
in Table 2. The value of AUC is 0.781. The threshold for
survival is 27.38 months by calculating the Youden index.

Therefore, the lifetime is divided into three risk levels. The
survival period for not more than 27.38 months is seen as
“risk level 1”, the survival period for 27.38 to 67.39 months
is seen as “risk level 2”, and the survival period for more than
67.39 months is seen as “risk level 3”, as shown in Fig. 5.
Thus, the patients’ characteristic data set is obtained, which
contains nine blood indexes and three levels, as shown in
Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Data of three risk levels of esophageal cancer patients.

WBC
count

Lymphocyte
count

Monocyte
count

Neutrophil
count

Eosinophil
count

Basophil
count

Red blood
cell count

PT INR Life time
(months)

Risk
Level

5.7 1.7 0.3 3.3 0.3 0.1 4.61 9.1 0.66 13.3 1
7 1 0 5 0 0 4.6 11.7 0.94 0.26 1

5.8 1.5 0.3 3.9 0 0.1 4.6 7.8 0.53 16 1
. . . . . .

6.6 1.3 0.4 4.7 0.1 0.1 4.91 8.1 0.56 62.6 2
7 2 0 4 0 0 4.9 8.7 0.62 28.7 2
6 2 0 3 0 0 4.9 11.2 0.89 65.2 2

. . . . . .
7.5 2.6 0.6 4.2 0.1 0 3.72 7.1 0.46 82.7 3
6.4 1.2 0.6 4.5 0.1 0 3.72 9.2 0.67 134 3
7.1 1.5 0.4 4.8 0.1 0.3 3.63 8.8 0.63 77.8 3

Risk level 1

(0 27.38 )

Risk level 2

(27.38 67.39 )

Risk level 3

( 67.39 )

(2

27.38

67.39

Months

FIGURE 5. Risk levels.
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FIGURE 6. Support vector machine optimal classification surface.

IV. RISK LEVEL PREDICTION BASED ON SVM
SVM is a machine learning method based on the structural
risk minimization criterion. It can solve high-dimensional
problems and local minimum values, and its learning model
has a good ability to promote [27]–[29].

As shown in Fig. 6, square and circular points represent
two samples. H is an optimal classification line. H1 and
H2 are the samples that are closest to the classification
line and parallel to the classification line of each type. The
point (xi, yi) is called the support vector. Margin is the
distance between H1 and H2. When extended to a high-

dimensional space, the optimal classification line becomes
the optimal classification plane. Support vectors are the data
points closest to the decision plane and are the most difficult
to classify data points, so they are directly related to the
optimal position of the decision plane [30].

Choosing the SVM kernel function is an important step
for survival risk levels prediction of esophageal cancer. The
kernel function can map data from low-dimensional to high-
dimensional, which can solve linear indivisible problems
very well. Sigmoid function, polynomial function, linear
function, and radial basis function are commonly used kernel
functions of SVM.
The linear kernel function is expressed as:

K ( x, z ) = xT z (11)

The polynomial kernel function is decided by:

K ( x, z ) =
(
gxT z + r

)p
, g > 0 (12)

The RBF is calculated by:

K ( x, z ) = exp
(
−g ‖x− z‖2

)
, g > 0 (13)

The sigmoid kernel function could be written as:

K ( x, z ) = tanh
(
gxT z + r

)
(14)

The parameter g is the parameter coefficient of the kernel
function, which is the key to enhancing the performance of
the SVM. The parameter r and parameter h are arbitrary
constants. The parameter p is the power of the polynomial.

In the Windows 10 operating environment, MATLAB
R2016a software is used to simulate methods of risk level
prediction. All 180 esophageal cancer patients’ information
of three risk levels is investigated, and nine blood indicators
are extracted from each patient’s information using SOM
neural network. Three risk levels of 135 cases of esophageal
cancer cases are used as training samples, and 45 samples of
each risk level are used for training. Three risk level data from
45 cases are used as test samples, and 15 samples of each
risk level are used for testing. The normalization function
mapminmax is used to normalize the training sets and test
sets. The data is normalized to the interval [-1,1].
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(a) Liner-SVM
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(b) Poly-SVM
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(c) RBF-SVM
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(d) Sigmoid-SVM

FIGURE 7. SVM prediction results with different kernel functions.
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FIGURE 8. Confusion matrix of RBF-SVM.

The prediction results of the four kernel functions are
shown in Fig. 7. The comparison of the prediction results
of different kernel functions are shown in Table 4. The SVM

has achieved good results in predicting the survival risk levels
of esophageal cancer. The prediction accuracy rate of RBF-
SVM without parameter optimization is 91.11%. It fully
embodies the powerful classification of SVM algorithms and
the unique advantages of classification and recognition in
nonlinear and high dimensions.

The confusion matrix of RBF-SVM is shown in Fig. 8. The
RBF-SVM predicts the risk levels of esophageal cancer very
well. For the prediction results of 45 samples in the test set,
14 cases are predicted correctly for the risk level 1 with the
accuracy rate of 0.93, 14 cases are predicted correctly for the
risk level 2 with the accuracy rate of 0.93, and 13 cases are
predicted correctly for the risk level 3 with the accuracy rate
of 0.87. A total of 41 cases are predicted correctly in the test
set with the accuracy rate of 91.11%.

V. SVM BASED ON PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
The RBF kernel function needs to set two parameters, the
penalty parameter c and the kernel parameter coefficient
g, which also have an important effect on the result. In
order to enhance the classification accuracy of SVM, the
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TABLE 4. Comparison of prediction results of different kernel functions.

Kernel function Risk levels Correctly identify number Recognition accuracy rate (%) All correctly identify number Overall recognition rate (%)
leve1 13 86.67
leve2 14 93.33Liner
leve3 11 73.33

38 82.22

leve1 14 93.33
leve2 15 100.0Polynomial
leve3 11 73.33

40 88.89

leve1 14 93.33
leve2 14 93.33Radial basis function
leve3 13 86.67

41 91.11

leve1 2 13.33
leve2 0 0Sigmoid
leve3 2 13.33

4 8.89

penalty parameter c and the kernel parameter coefficient g
are optimized.

In recent years, meta-heuristic algorithms have been ex-
tensively studied, such as simulated annealing algorithm
[31], tabu search algorithm, genetic algorithm, ant colony
algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, artificial bee colony,
fish swarm algorithm, cat swarm optimization, whale opti-
mization algorithm, artificial algae algorithm, etc. The meta-
heuristic algorithm provides a practical solution for com-
plex optimization problems, which has been widely used in
various fields and has achieved certain results. The study
of synthetic polyurethane foam [32], simulated annealing
algorithm is used to optimize model parameters. Artificial ant
colony algorithm is used to solve the problem of optimizing
the allocation of ship berths, which minimizes the time of
container turnover at the terminal [33]. Combined tabu search
algorithm and ant colony algorithm, the optimization perfor-
mance is improved [34]. In 2016, Seyedali Mirjalili and An-
drew Lewis proposed the whale optimization algorithm [35].
WOA can solve the problems of local optimal stagnation and
slow convergence speed [36]. Meta-heuristic optimization
algorithms have been recognized in machine learning, and
they can find the best solutions to complex problems in sci-
ence and engineering [37]. Different optimization algorithms
have different special applications, and scholars need to find
suitable meta-heuristic optimization algorithms in practical
applications. In our study, GA, PSO and ABC are used to
optimize SVM. The RBF kernel function is selected for the
next step of parameter optimization.

A. GENETIC ALGORITHM-SUPPORT VECTORS
MACHINES
GA is based on the natural evolutionary rules proposed by
Darwin. The genetic algorithm has fast search capabilities
and is easy to combine with other algorithms. It has excellent
performance in many optimization problems [38].

In this paper, the accuracy of cross-validation is used as
the fitness of GA. The higher the accuracy of c and g values
under cross-validation is, the better the fitness is. The c and g
with the highest classification accuracy are the global optimal
parameters [39]. The population number is regarded as 20,
and the termination algebra is given as 200. The probability
of crossover is set as 0.9. The parameter c is selected from 0
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FIGURE 9. Flow chart of the GA-SVM.

to 100. The parameter g is selected from 0 to 1000. The flow
chart is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show the classification results
and the fitness curve, respectively. After SVM is improved
by GA, the best c is 10.029, the best g is 8.6162. For the
prediction results of 45 samples in the test set, 13 cases are
predicted correctly for the risk level 1, 14 cases are predicted
correctly for the risk level 2, and 15 cases are predicted
correctly for the risk level 3. The recognition accuracy rate
rises to 93.33%.

In some related researches, SVM is used to predict breast
cancer [40], chronic kidney disease [41], and freshwater
disease [42] etc. GA is used to optimize neural networks
[43] and traveling salesman problems [44]. In this paper,
SVM is used to predict survival risks for patients with
esophageal cancer. And GA is used to optimize SVM. The
global optimization capabilities of GA is used to optimize
the parameters of SVM, which improves the performance of
SVM.
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FIGURE 10. GA-SVM.

B. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION-SUPPORT
VECTORS MACHINES
The basic principle of PSO is to simulate the behavior of the
bird flock, and to find the best solution to the problem through
information interaction within the group. The advantages of
PSO includes simple operation, fast convergence, and global
optimization. It has been widely used in many fields such
as function optimization and image processing [45]. The
position and velocity of each particle are updated as follows:

V k+1
i = ωV k

i + c1r1
(
Pi − Z ki

)
+ c2r2

(
Pg − Z ki

)
(15)

Z k+1
i = Z ki + V k+1

i (16)

where ω represtents the inertia factor, c1 and c2 are the
acceleration constants. Vi and Zi are the velocity vector and
the position vector of the ith particle. Pi represtents the best
neighborhood position. Pg is the best individual historical
position. r1 and r2 represents the random number of the
interval [0, 1]. k represents the number of iterations.

The population scale is set as 20, the learning factor c1 is
given as 2, the learning factor c2 is selected as 2.5, the search
range of penalty factor c is given as 0.1 to 100, the search
range of kernel parameter g is selected from 0.01 to 1000,
and the maximum number of iterations is regarded as 200.
The flow chart is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) show the classification results
and the fitness curve, respectively. After the parameters are
improved by PSO, the best c is 25.3269, and the best g is
17.7279. Among the 45 test samples of three risk levels, 43
cases are correctly classified and predicted. The accuracy rate
reaches 95.56%.

In the researches of some scholars, PSO is used to optimize
the best drug use method [46], optimize detection of brain
tumors [47] and analysis of epidemic models [48] etc. In
this paper, a combination of PSO and SVM is realized to
predict the survival risk of patients with esophageal cancer.
PSO is used to optimize the parameters of SVM. As a result,
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Y
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FIGURE 11. Flow chart of the PSO-SVM.

the classification performance of SVM is improved and the
survival risk level prediction for esophageal cancer patients
is improved.

C. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY-SUPPORT VECTORS
MACHINES
The artificial bee colony algorithm is an optimized method to
simulate the behavior of bees, which can solve multivariate
function optimization problems. It does not require specific
information about the problem and has a faster convergence
rate [49]. In this article, the ABC algorithm is used to opti-
mize the main parameters of SVM, including penalty factor
c and kernel function parameter g.

In this algorithm, the initial bee colony size is regarded as
20. The number of updates is limited to 100. If the honey
source is not updated more than 100 times, the honey source
is abandoned. The maximum number of iterations is set as 10
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FIGURE 14. Prediction results based on ABC-SVM.

times. The number of parameters optimized is 2, the range of

parameters is selected from 0.01 to 100, and the algorithm
is repeated twice to check the robustness of the ABC-SVM.
The flow chart is shown in Fig. 13.

The classification results are shown in Fig. 14. After the
parameters optimization of the ABC, the best c is 10.6635,
and the best g is 11.9966. Among the 45 test samples of three
risk levels, 43 cases are correctly classified and predicted, and
the accuracy rate reaches 95.56%.

In some related studies, ABC is used to optimize the text
feature space [50], identify diseases in grape leaves [51] and
optimize artificial neural networks [52]. In this paper, the
combination of ABC and SVM is to predict the survival
risk of esophageal cancer patients. ABC is used to optimize
the parameters of SVM, and the performance of SVM is
improved.

D. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND RESULTS DISCUSSION
In our study, the survival risk of esophageal cancer patients is
well predicted. Firstly, nine blood indicators that are signifi-
cantly related to the survival of patients with esophageal can-
cer are found. The SOM clustering algorithm is convenient
and effective, and can cluster multiple blood indicators that
are significantly related to the survival of esophageal cancer
patients. Secondly, the patient’s survival risk is divided into
three risk levels. ROC not only has good two-classification
performance, but also is insensitive to category imbalance.
Based on the ROC method, the critical threshold for the
survival of patients with esophageal cancer is calculated.
Finally, the survival risk of esophageal cancer patients is
predicted. In the study, different kernel functions of SVM
are used for experiments and comparison. Three different
optimization algorithms are used to optimize the parameters
of SVM, and the performance of SVM is improved.

When the SVM has no parameter optimization, the pre-
diction effect of RBF-SVM is better than Liner-SVM, Poly-
SVM, and Sigmoid-SVM. When the parameters are opti-
mized, the prediction accuracy of the SVM is improved. The
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optimization effect of ABC is better than that of GA and
PSO. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of prediction results
for Liner-SVM, Poly-SVM, RBF-SVM, Sigmoid-SVM, GA-
SVM, PSO-SVM, and ABC-SVM.

Table 5 expresses the prediction results of survival risk
levels of esophageal cancer based on different optimization
algorithms. It is clear that the SVM algorithm based on
parameter optimization is better than the unoptimized al-
gorithm. The correct prediction rates of GA-SVM achieve
93.33%, while the correct prediction rates of PSO-SVM
and ABC-SVM are all 95.56%. The parameter optimization
effects of ABC and PSO are better than the GA, and ABC-
SVM runs faster than other optimization algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION
In order to predict and evaluate the survival risk levels of
esophageal cancer accurately and efficiently, a method based
on SOM clustering and SVM ensembles is proposed in this
article. The SOM neural network, ROC curve, SVM, GA-
SVM, PSO-SVM, and ABC-SVM are used in this method.
The aim is to find more effective and accurate multiple blood
indexes related to the survival of patients with esophageal
cancer, and predictive classification of risk levels. All 180
esophageal cancer samples are investigated, nine blood in-
dexes are extracted by SOM clustering, and three risk levels
for survival are divided by ROC analyzing. Four kernel
functions are used by SVM. RBF-SVM works better than
Liner-SVM, Poly-SVM, and Sigmoid-SVM. The prediction
accuracy of esophageal cancer is improved through three
optimization algorithms. Among the algorithms studied in
this paper, ABC-SVM has the best prediction rate and the
shortest running time. It is concluded that ABC-SVM works
better than that of GA-SVM and PSO-SVM in our study.
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